Background {#S0001}
==========

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women worldwide. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) has been demonstrated to be of great clinical value in locally advanced and inoperable breast cancer.[@CIT0001] NAC can convert a previous locally advanced and inoperable breast tumor into an operable tumor,[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003] and in largely operable tumors, downstaging results in a small increase (7% to 12%) in breast conservation rates.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0006] NAC is a useful tool that provides information on the impact of systemic therapies on breast cancer biology,[@CIT0007] eg further Capecitabine adjuvant therapy is efficacious against Her-2 negative breast cancer in patients with residual cancer following NAC.[@CIT0008] Previous research has indicated that patients who attain pathological complete response (pCR) to NAC have significantly longer overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS), particularly for triple negative and HER2+ breast cancer.[@CIT0009]--[@CIT0011] It is therefore important to identify those patients who are most likely to benefit from NAC treatment and to understand the advantages of NAC with respect to long-term outcomes. The purpose of this review is to describe the evaluations of NAC efficacy in breast cancer.

Clinical Evaluation {#S0001-S2001}
-------------------

Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST) is based upon a one-dimensional measurement of tumors as described by Therasse et al in 2000.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] RECIST adopted a simplified measurement method using the sum of the longest diameters of target lesions, whereas previous WHO criteria used the sum of the products of the two longest diameters in perpendicular dimensions.[@CIT0014] In 2009, this method was modified and became the standard assessment of response to solid tumors in patients in clinical trials. The RECIST Working Group considers that RECIST should adapt in order to remain current.[@CIT0015] In 2009, RECIST 1.1 was published and was developed to evaluate the efficacy and activity of new cancer treatment for solid tumors.[@CIT0016],[@CIT0017] According to RECIST 1.1, Complete Response (CR) is the disappearance of all target lesions and the regression of any pathological lymph nodes (whether targeted or non-targeted) to \<10 mm. Partial Response (PR) is considered if the sum of the diameters of target lesions has at least a 30% decrease, with the baseline of the total diameters used as a reference. Progressive Disease (PD) requires at least a 20% increase in the sum of diameters of target lesions, with the smallest sum on record (this includes the baseline sum if that is the smallest on record) or the appearance of a new lesion (at least 5 mm absolute increase in version 1.1) used as a reference. In addition to the relative increase of 20%, the sum must also demonstrate an absolute increase of more than 5 mm as well to guard against over calling PD when total sum is very small. (Note: one or more new lesions is also considered progression). Stable Disease (SD) is considered when shrinkage is not sufficient to qualify for PR or if an increase is not sufficient to qualify for PD, and uses the smallest sum diameters of the study as a reference.[@CIT0016] The total number of target lesions ranges from 5 to 2 per organ, while the minimum short axis for the measurement of lymph nodes is 1.5 cm, and they must be assessable as target lesions.[@CIT0016],[@CIT0018] RECIST 1.1 is best adapted to gauge the effect of tumor size and the assessment of lymph nodes in breast cancer patients, but these are poor indicators of outcome with pathology change. The patterns of tumor shrinkage as revealed by MR imaging were categorized into two types: concentric shrinkage and nests or dendritic shrinkage.[@CIT0019]--[@CIT0021] It can be used to accurately evaluate the concentric shrinkage, but it is of limited value since it is influenced by different morphologies and different shrinkage patterns (concentric or dendritic).[@CIT0022] How then can we measure this accurately? Current methods for clinical evaluation consist of physical examination and conventional breast imaging with mammography and ultrasound. Physical examination is often unsatisfactory for assessment of the response of locally advanced breast cancer to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. However, advancements of imaging have made physical examination an indispensable component of accurate response evaluation that includes modalities such as two-dimensional and three-dimensional mammography ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, nuclear medicine techniques (positron emission tomography, PET), fusion techniques (PET-CT, PET-MRI), as well as others (eg, optical imaging).[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0026]

### Mammographic Evaluation {#S0001-S2001-S3001}

Standard bilateral mammography and ultrasound imaging of the breast prior to the start of NAC are the routine screening and diagnostic examinations and are reliable tools used to determine the tumor size at diagnosis.[@CIT0027] Mammographic evaluation is based on the density measurement and architectural distortion, but sometimes the measurement is not accurate if the mass margin is indistinct or speculated and if masking from adjacent normal tissue is observed.[@CIT0028] The pre-NAC and the post-NAC mammography can provide some useful information about the response to NAC, eg decreases in the size and density of the mass on mammography are indicators of treatment response. The accuracy of the mammography measurement increases with the difference in echogenicity or densities, especially when the limits of the tumor are sharp. The post-NAC residual microcalcifications on mammography showed an overall lower correlation with the extent of the pathologic residual tumor than enhancing lesions on MRI.[@CIT0029] And mammography cannot provide more information about axillary metastasis.

### Ultrasound Evaluation {#S0001-S2001-S3002}

Ultrasound is widely used in breast disease, is easy to perform, is fast and does not result in radiation exposure. It can provide a more accurate assessment of NAC-associated reduction of tumor size. Importantly, it is a better predictor of pathologic tumor size than mammography or physical examination after treatment with NAC. The decrease of tumor stiffness by ultrasound is a good predictor of pCR after 6 cycles.[@CIT0030] The ultrasonic signal statistics and integrated backscatter can monitor the response to NAC effectively.[@CIT0031] Ultrasound can measure the axillary lymph node response to NAC accurately also[@CIT0032].However, ultrasound is operator-dependent, and breast cancer typically becomes less cellular after NAC, even if no marked decrease in size is observed.[@CIT0033] Sometimes ultrasound imaging of residual tumor burden is insufficient to predict the actual response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy with adequate accuracy.[@CIT0034] The accuracy can be improved by patients' characteristics such as stage, grade, subtype and biologic markers.[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035]

### MRI Evaluation {#S0001-S2001-S3003}

Previous studies indicated that breast MRI has better accuracy than mammography, ultrasound or clinical breast examination for the assessment of tumor response to NAC,[@CIT0036],[@CIT0037] especially tumor size evaluation.[@CIT0038] NAC can induce histopathological changes based on tumor cellularity, such as concentric or shrinkage patterns. In tumors with a scattered shrinkage pattern, if a response is present, it might not be evident by simply measuring the tumor size, as these individual scattered foci cannot be measured independently on MRI.[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040] Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) and quantitative diffusion-weighted imaging MRI (DWI-MRI) are new and promising techniques for breast cancer characterization and treatment monitoring during NAC.[@CIT0041]--[@CIT0044] Moreover, the DWI apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and quantitative intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) are useful to accurately predict residual cancer burden (RCB).[@CIT0045]--[@CIT0048] The MRI-ADC values of different types (concentric shrinkage, dendritic or nest shrinkage, and mixed shrinkage) of breast cancer shrinkage are independent factors for evaluating the pCR.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0049]--[@CIT0051] The accuracy of the evaluation of tumor extent after NAC with mammography or MRI is affected by the molecular subtype.[@CIT0029],[@CIT0052] MRI can provide more reliable information to guide cancer surgery by measuring residual tumor size post-NAC with high sensitivity, but it is not currently reliable enough to allow patients to avoid surgical resection after complete imaging response. More clinical research and experience should be explored in future.

### PET/CT Evaluation {#S0001-S2001-S3004}

PET/CT has played an important clinical role in detecting breast cancer metastasis. The metabolism-based PET-CT has shown an advantage in the discrimination of fibrosis or histiocytosis in breast cancer and metastatic lymph nodes after NAC, which may lead to no or ambiguous morphologic changes on mammography or ultrasound imaging; even smaller nodes may contain viable tumor cells.[@CIT0053] Based on PET, metabolic response criteria were established, including the PET Response Criteria in Solid Tumors (PERCIST) and the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) criteria.[@CIT0054] Previous studies indicated that PET had higher specificity in the evaluation of axillary lymph node response to NAC.[@CIT0055]--[@CIT0057] PET/CT does not stand for pathology, its sensitivity to diagnose micrometastases is limited, and the high cost of PET/CT does not allow wide application.

Pathologic Evaluation {#S0001-S2002}
---------------------

The clinical response and pathologic response may be different in how they are evaluated, but the clinical response is related to the pathologic response. They provide valuable information on the evaluation of NAC from different standpoints. So how about the pathologic evaluation of breast cancer to NAC? Several publications have attempted to provide pathologic response criteria for NAC evaluation ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Criteria of Different Pathologic Systems for Evaluation of NAC ResponsePathologic CriteriaResponse CategoryBrief DescriptionReferenceAJCC "y" classificationPathological Complete Response (pCR)Histopathological evaluation confirmed no invasive carcinoma in the breast and lymph nodes. Carcinoma in situ after treatment constitutes a pCR.\[[@CIT0074]\]Clinical Partial Response (cPR)Compared with clinical (pre-treatment) assignment, either the T or N category decreases or both the T and N categories decrease, while T or N does not increase, which indicates a partial response. Assessing the degree of clinical partial response (cPR) is best defined by comparing the pre-treatment clinical categories cT and cN with the clinical posttherapy categories (ycT and ycN).No response (NR)Compared with the clinical (pretreatment) assignment, no apparent change i4n either the T or N categories or increases in the T or N category at the time of y pathological evaluation, indicating no response to treatment.NSABP B-18pCRNo recognized invasive breast cancer cells in the breast and lymph node.\[[@CIT0075]\]pPRThe presence of scattered individual or small clusters of tumor cells in hyaline or desmoplastic stroma.\[[@CIT0058]\]pNRTumors do not exhibit the changes listed above.Grade 1 (pNR)No change or some alteration of individual malignant cells but no reduction in overall cellularity.\[[@CIT0059]\]Grade 2 (pPR)A minor loss of tumor cells, but overall cellularity still high; up to 30% loss.Grade 3 (pPR)Between an estimated 30% and 90% reduction in tumor cells.Grade 4 (almost pPR)A marked disappearance of tumor cells such that only small clusters or widely dispersed individual cells remain; \>90% loss of tumor cells.Grade 5 (pPR)No malignant cells identifiable in sections from the site of the tumor; only vascular fibroelastic stroma remains, often containing macrophages; DCIS may be present.Chevallier MethodClass 1 (pCR)Disappearance of all tumors both on macroscopic and microscopic assessment.\[[@CIT0076]\]Class 2 (pCR)In situ carcinoma present but no residual invasive tumor and negative lymph nodes.Class 3 (pPR)Invasive carcinoma present with stromal changes (sclerosis, fibrosis).Class 4 (pNR)Few or no modifications of the appearance of the tumor.Sataloff categoryTumor-A (pCR)Total or near total therapeutic effect (in the latter case, scattered cells account for \>5% of the tumor surface).\[[@CIT0077]\]Tumor-B (pPR)Subjectively \>50% therapeutic effect but less than total or near total.Tumor-C (pPR)\>50% therapeutic effect.Tumor-D (pNR)No therapeutic effect evident.Nodes-A (pCR)Evidence of therapeutic effect, but no metastatic lesionNodes -BNo nodal metastasis or therapeutic effect.Nodes -CEvidence of therapeutic effect but nodal metastasis still present.Nodes -DViable metastatic disease, no therapeutic effect.RCB systemRCB 0No residual disease\[[@CIT0078]\]RCB 1Minimal residual diseaseRCB 2Moderate residual diseaseRCB 3Extensive residual disease

### American Joint Committee on Cancer System for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3001}

The American Joint Committee on Cancer for NAC has a pretreatment clinical staging defined by radiographic and clinical findings and a postoperative pathologic stage classification based on the findings in the breast and regional lymph nodes removed at surgery with the prefix "y". The pathological (post-treatment) Tumor category is determined by the pathological size and extent of disease. It is the greatest single focus of residual invasive breast cancer, with the modifier "m" indicating multiple foci of residual tumor. It also includes the distance over the tumor foci, tumor foci number and measurement of the largest tumor focus (not including areas of fibrosis within the tumor bed). We used the largest contiguous focus of residual tumor for classification in the postoperative pathologic node evaluation.

### National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project Criteria System for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3002}

According to NSABP B-18 (the criteria of the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project), pCR is defined as a complete pathological response without identifiable invasive tumor cells present. pPR is defined as a partial pathological response when small clusters or scattered individual tumor cells are found in the hyaline or desmoplastic stroma, and pNR denotes pathological no response, where the tumor does not exhibiting any changes.[@CIT0058] However, lymph node metastasis is analyzed separately.

### Miller--Payne System for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3003}

The Miller--Payne system is a five-point scale that is based on cell reduction after treatment even without a marked decreased in tumor size.[@CIT0059] Loss in cellularity seen by pathology is associated with clinical response and prognosis. The specific morphological features shown by residual tumor cells include cytoplasmic vacuolation, cytoplasmic enlargement and gross nuclear pleomorphism.[@CIT0060] However, the evaluation of axillary lymph nodes is not within the Miller--Payne system. Measurement of the size of residual tumor cells by macroscopic or microscopic assessment is also not reviewed in the system.

### Chevallier System for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3004}

The Chevallier system includes a 4-step algorithm to grade the response in the breast and lymph nodes. For this classification, cases with residual ductal carcinoma in situ are classified as Class 2, while cases with no residual carcinoma are classified as Class 1. The DFS and OS are different in the partial response category from the no response category in the outcome analysis.[@CIT0061]--[@CIT0063]

### Sataloff Classification for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3005}

The Sataloff classification is based on the response of the primary carcinoma and the lymph nodes. The Sataloff T-A category is defined as a "total or near-total therapeutic effect" on the tumor, which includes small foci of invasive carcinoma and scattered tumor cells that account for less than 5% of the tumor surface. However, Sataloff's system does not include lymphovascular infiltration (LVI). A previous study showed that patients with a Sataloff T-A response had a better 5-year survival than other categories of patients.[@CIT0060],[@CIT0064],[@CIT0065]

### Residual Cancer Burden for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3006}

Residual cancer burden is prognostic for DFS and OS among breast cancers treated with NAC.[@CIT0066]--[@CIT0069] Residual cancer burden is evaluated from the two-dimensional diameter of the primary tumor from the resected specimen, the numbers of positive lymph nodes, the proportion of primary tumor beds containing invasive cells, and the maximum diameter of axillary lymph node metastases after NAC.[@CIT0070] To predict DFS, the RCB system is divided into 4 categories in a multiple Cox regression analysis model (RCB-0 to RCB-III).[@CIT0070],[@CIT0071] Six variables are included in a calculation formula.

### Clinical-Pathologic Scoring System for NAC Evaluation {#S0001-S2002-S3007}

The Clinical-Pathologic Scoring System (CPS) is a Cox proportional hazard model with factors that are gradually eliminated in a backward manner. In all the clinical and pathological substage models, p \<0.05 was used as a criterion for retention factors. CPS includes the clinical stage before treatment and the pathological stage after treatment. CPS+EG introduces estrogen receptor (ER) status and nuclear grade (NG), which provides an accurate prognosis for breast cancer patients.[@CIT0072] The CPS+EG staging system can facilitate a refined stratification of HR+/HER2 breast cancer subgroups with respect to survival after NAC.[@CIT0073] The Neo-Bioscore system adds HER2 status to the CPS+EG system, which incorporates preclinical stage, estrogen receptor status, histological nuclear grade and post-treatment pathologic stage, thereby allowing for more precise prognostic stratification of all breast cancer subtypes.[@CIT0072]

The Evaluation of Axillary Lymph Nodes with NAC {#S0001-S2003}
-----------------------------------------------

The accurate evaluation of axillary lymph nodes before and after NAC may affect disease management. Ultrasonography is a fast, noninvasive inexpensive modality used to assess lymph node status, and it is also the most accurate predictor of response in lymph nodes compared with mammography and physical examination. However, ultrasonography is operator-dependent, and its sensitivity and specificity vary among different facilities. MRI also has prognostic value for the assessment of lymph node status.[@CIT0079] pCR was previously defined as a complete response in the breast, irrespective of axillary nodal involvement, because it was believed that the pathologic nodal status in the preoperative group was down-staged by treatment, and such an adjustment would have been invalid.[@CIT0080] However, no one has denied the prognostic value of pathologic nodal status. Some research groups focused on clinical early-stage breast cancer have defined pCR as the absence of invasive tumor in the breast,[@CIT0081],[@CIT0082] and their opinions suggested that nodal status was highly correlated with the pathologic response of breast tumors to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and that the primary tumor pCR was prognostic because most such patients also achieve axillary lymph node pCR.[@CIT0081] Now, most published research indicates that lymph node status is a similarly important prognostic factor comparable to the primary breast tumor in patients who receive NAC and that the evaluation of axillary lymph nodes is very important. For node-positive patients, either breast-only or node-only pCR indicated a better prognosis than non pCR, but those patients had a worse prognosis compared with those who experienced pCR in both the breast and axilla.[@CIT0083] Targeted axillary dissection (TAD) with a clip placed in the biopsy-confirmed node to evaluate the pathologic changes seen in this node compared with before NAC is a valuable tool used to assess nodal response after systemic therapy and is associated with a false-negative rate of only 4.2%.[@CIT0084]--[@CIT0086] Moreover, specifically localizing and removing the clipped node in addition to removal of the sentinel lymph node (TAD procedure) can improve the pathologic evaluation for residual nodal disease after NAC. The TAD procedure involves no radioactive materials and is more stable than the tattooed nodes.[@CIT0084]

Toxicity Evaluation of NAC {#S0001-S2004}
--------------------------

The toxicity of NAC should be evaluated also. The National Cancer Institute of USA has developed the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events to standardize the reporting of adverse events by grade (level of severity) on a scale of 1 to 5.[@CIT0087] For the degree of severity, Grade 1: Mild, with mild or no symptoms; no interventions required. Grade 2: Moderate; minimal intervention indicated; some limitation of activities. Grade 3: Severe but not life threatening; hospitalization required; limitation of patient's ability to care for him/herself. Grade 4: Life threatening; urgent intervention required. Grade 5: Death related to adverse event. The toxicity evaluation of NAC is composed of both the adverse event term plus the grade.

The Association of Clinical Evaluation and Pathologic Evaluation {#S0001-S2005}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Actually, clinical evaluation based on conventional imaging modalities is helpful in the prediction of pCR early in treatment and can provide useful information for alternate treatment options and avoid unnecessary toxicity in patients who do not experience a response. Approximately 80% of cases will experience a clinical response to NAC, and disease progression is rare. The lumpectomy volume as seen during surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy is based upon clinical evaluation. Before surgery, the clinical evaluation of NAC accurately predicts the pathologic response and guides individualized cancer therapy. The pathologic evaluation of the tumor and lymph nodes after surgery is the gold standard. Chemotherapy-induced histopathologic changes in breast cancer cells include dissociation, dyscohesion, shrinkage, loss of tumor cell organization and necrobiotic changes such as necrosis, nuclear and cytoplasmic vacuolation, karyorrhexis, pyknosis, and karyolysis.[@CIT0088] Chemotherapy-induced histopathologic changes in the stroma include fibrosis, elastosis, collagenization, and the infiltration of lymphocytes, plasma cells, fibroblasts, histiocytes and giant cells.[@CIT0088] Reduced tumor size and cellularity are correlated with different neoadjuvant responses.[@CIT0089] The focal loss of cellularity (cell density) or other focal histopathologic changes in the breast cancer bed after NAC can be imaged by mammography, ultrasound or MRI.[@CIT0090] Pathologic evaluation is the gold standard to determine response and is based on microscopic observations and clinical evaluation focused on the gross characteristics of the tumor as assessed by current imaging techniques or physical examination. A small number of pathological changes in tumors may not affect gross changes, but quantitative accumulation of pathological changes can lead to qualitative transformation of gross changes. Change in tumor size alone does not represent the response entirely. NAC can reduce tumor cellularity which can result in clinical and macroscopic investigation. There is no known report on the joint evaluation. It is complex and thus, more research is needed to elucidate and take advantage of these findings. None of the pathological changes can significantly predict the response to NAC.[@CIT0091],[@CIT0092] For the evaluation of NAC, the clinical and pathological evaluations each have their own advantages and disadvantages and they play different roles at different stages or angles. Can some characteristic pathological or molecular changes act as surrogate markers for predicting the pCR for NAC in breast cancer? More research is needed to answer this question.

The Clinical Evaluation Procedure of NAC {#S0001-S2006}
----------------------------------------

A normative standard procedure for the clinical evaluation of NAC does not exist. Before NAC, it is essential to provide information about the pathological characteristics and accurate clinical stages of breast cancer based on the physical examination and conventional imaging techniques such as mammography and ultrasound. The axillary lymph node status should be evaluated by US or should be confirmed by biopsy. New imaging techniques such as CT, MRI, PET and others can be used to glean some useful information that may assist in the accurate evaluation of response. We need more clinical trails on it. For pathological preoperative assessment, the tumor histological types, molecular breast cancer subtypes (based on the hormone receptor marker Her-2 and Ki67), the tumor cell nucleus grade, and cellularity should be evaluated by core needle biopsy. We recommend that multiple core biopsies be performed on different tumor areas or multiple tumors to define the precise nature of the lesion or the hereditary nature of the breast cancer. Regular physical examination and ultrasound, which are used to evaluate the primary tumor and axilla, should be performed to assess the response to NAC before the next chemotherapy cycle. The NAC-related adverse events should be graded using Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events constantly. Serious or intolerable adverse events lead to discontinuation of NAC. Ultrasound and mammography are routinely performed after completion of NAC, and MRI is recommended to help with surgical planning and response to NAC. After NAC, identification of the tumor bed is important for the accurate evaluation of NAC response. The inserted metallic clip or tattoo on the skin may help to locate the tumor bed and to ensure that the appropriate area is excised. The post-NAC breast cancer specimen should be measured in three dimensions and should be diagnosed by a pathologist. Its histological type, tumor cellularity, grade, margins, and ER/PR/HER2/Ki67 status help to accurately assess the response. If the lesion is unapparent on gross pathological examination or imaging modalities, large section processing or examination of multiple foci with microscopic evaluation will help determine the areas that contain cancer cells. This is important for documentation, especially in cases with pCR. The two dimensions of the largest cross section of an entire area involved by scatter residual tumor foci and the extent of the largest contiguous focus help to determine the size and extent of the residual tumor. Clipping the involved positive lymph node before NAC helps to verify nodal response, and the clip in the node should be identified to specify the histologic finding in that lymph node. The number of lymph nodes with metastases, the size of the largest metastasis, evidence of treatment response in metastases, and the number of lymph nodes with evidence of treatment response but no tumor cells can be used to evaluate the response of the axillary lymph node, and it is very important to note the treatment effect in lymph nodes.

Conclusions {#S0002}
===========

pCR is associated with substantially longer times to recurrence and death. Even when pCR is not achieved following NAC, NAC nevertheless allows us to triage patients who did not achieve pCR so that they can be treated using additional therapy. Therefore, accurate evaluation of the response to NAC is the key factor that influences therapeutic decision-making.

Clinical evaluation by conventional imaging modalities helps to predict pCR early in treatment to provide useful information for clinical decision-making. If the ultrasound indicates that the tumor has increased in size, the tumor would actually need to be evaluated cautiously. Some cases showed no difference in tumor size except decreased cellularity. This would require additional assessment such as by MR imaging or pathologic evaluation. Sometimes tumor size assessment itself on MRI might also be challenging if NAC induced a scattered shrinkage pattern. The pathologic evaluation is then assessed by core needle biopsy after NAC. These are valuable tools for NAC evaluation, but the addition of these modalities into guidelines for NAC is challenging. Therefore, the individualized assessment of evaluations for NAC is very important. Now, we have both clinical evaluation and pathologic evaluation of the NAC response. Each type of evaluation has its own valuable information at different standpoints and has its own advantages and disadvantages. However, they also have some overlapping features. Clinical evaluation is focused on a general assessment, while pathological evaluation is focused on the microscopic assessment, but the object evaluated in both cases is the same tumor. The two evaluations should be connected to clinical application in the future. Patients with pathologic residual invasive disease after NAC have a higher risk for relapse and require individualized intensive therapy. Clinical trials based on NAC efficacy prediction will bring more inspiration to clinical practice in the real world.
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=============

NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; pCR, pathological complete responses; OS, overall survival; DFS, disease-free survival; RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors; CR, complete response; PR¸ partial response; PD, progressive disease; SD, stable disease; PET¸ positron emission tomography; CT¸ computed tomography; DCE-MRI, dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI; DWI-MRI¸ quantitative diffusion-weighted imaging MRI; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; IVIM, quantitative Intravoxel incoherent motion; RCB¸ residual cancer burden; EORTC, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer; PERCIST, PET Response Criteria in Solid Tumors; LVI, lymphovascular infiltration; CPS, Clinical-Pathologic Scoring System; ER, estrogen receptor; NG, nuclear grade; TAD, targeted axillary dissection.
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